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There's nothing quite as freeing or exhilirating as hitting the open road.
Even more so when you're out in the elements, feeling the wind on
your face and the sun on your back as you cruise along on a two-
wheeled machine. 

Sure, road trips and cycling holidays have gained a lot of traction in
recent years but have you ever considered heading out on a
motorcycle and taking on some of the world's most spectacular
routes? From climbing mountain peaks to scaling cliff faces,
circumnavigating huge lakes and zooming through the jungle, travelling
on a motorcycle brings you that much closer to the action.

These five iconic motorcycle routes have been hand-picked for their
diverse locations, spectacular scenery and friendliness to motor
vehicles of the two-wheeled variety. A few you may already be familiar
with but no doubt there will be one or two that pique your interest. If
that's the case and you'd like to know more, you'll find my details at the
back of the guide.

– Yvonne Campbell

ON THE ROAD



There are many start and end points on this iconic

route but one of the most popular and easily

accessible is to begin in Biarritz on the Atlantic coast

and end in the town of Perpignan , perched along the

Mediterranean sea . Alternatively , many other popular

routes cross into northern Spain and finish up on the

coast near the Spanish Gulf of Roses . For the truly

dedicated (and patient), you can start in the UK by

taking your bike across on the ferry but you might

wear out your tyres before you get to the good stuff .

THE PYRENEES
FRANCE & SPAIN

TOTAL DISTANCE : 

760 KILOMETRES | 472 MILES

HOW MANY DAYS :

7-14



This journey reaches some seriously

high altitudes – a total of 66 ,000 feet

in total elevation to be exact . Scaling

and circumnavigating some of the

tallest peaks and mountains in the

Pyrenees , you ’ll be awestruck by the

scenery . The roads are extremely well

maintained to ensure a smooth ride

and the amenities along the way will

exceed all expectations . 

THE PYRENEES
FRANCE & SPAIN

Some highlights along the way

include the stunning stretch of road

along Port de Larrau . A quick youtube

search will reveal countless dash cam

and GoPro recordings of people

taking on this iconic road in the

Pyrenees . Expect verdant green hills ,

dramatic drop offs and unbeatable

views in every direction . The highest

of the French Pyrenees passes , Col du

Tourmalet is a steep climb but offers

exceptional views from the top . And

of course , you may want to take a

detour towards the end of your trip

up to Carcassonne , a fascinating

walled city dating back to 3500 BC ,

before heading down to Perpignan

If you ’re desperate to get off the bike

for a few days , consider taking one of

the great hiking trails throughout the

Pyrenees . It ’s a true hiking haven with

well-marked trails beginning in towns

such as Gavarnie , Cauterets and

Bagnères-de Bigorre .



AMALFI COAST

There are very few places that compare to the Amalfi

Coast . The steep cliff faces , the secluded beaches , the

colourful buildings clinging to the hillside – it ’s a truly

romantic place with so many charming towns to visit

along the way . The Amalfi coastline follows the

Salerno Gulf along the south of Italy . The entire area

was named a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1997 . It

enjoys a Mediterranean climate year round and has

some of the most gorgeous accommodation options ,

from boutique hotels to Airbnbs .

ITALY

TOTAL DISTANCE : 

50 KILOMETRES |  30 MILES

HOW MANY DAYS :

2-5



Officially , the Amalfi Coast only

stretched 50-kilometres from the

Sorrento peninsula to Salerno ,

twisting and winding its way through

the dramatic coastal landscape .

However , you can extend your trip to

include places like Nerano and

Termini right at the southern tip of

Italy , or complete a loop coming back

along the west coast and inland to

Pompei . 

AMALFI COAST
ITALY

While you could easily complete the

trip in a single day , you may want to

stretch it out to 3-5 days to give

yourself the time to explore each

village in depth . For example ,

Positano itself is absolutely stunning

and deserves a couple of nights to

soak up the nightlife , dine at some of

the world-class restaurants and swim

at the iconic beach you ’ve likely seen

dozens of times on postcards and

instagram posts . 

It ’s a good idea to base yourself in

Sorrento at the beginning or end of

your trip as it offers great options for

day trips to Naples , Pompeii and

Vesucius , as well as boat trips out to

the island of Capri .

Due to its popularity , the road can

become very choked up with traffic –

even huge tourist buses attempt to

take on these tight turns and sharp

corners – so do consider travelling in

the shoulder seasons and even winter .

If you do visit during summer , aim to

head out early in the morning to

avoid some of the traffic .



HẢI VÂN PASS

Easily one of the most well known motorcycle routes

in Asia , Central Vietnam ’s Hải Vân Pass is a short ,

sweet and steep as hell mountain pass that connects

the towns of Da Nang and Hue . The name translates

to “ocean cloud pass ,” which makes total sense when

you reach the peak and catch a glimpse of the sea

when the thick , humid clouds part momentarily . As

you ascend , the road becomes almost engulfed in

lush jungle as you twist and turn all the way to the

top and over the other side .

VIETNAM

TOTAL DISTANCE : 

21 KILOMETRES |  13 MILES

HOW MANY DAYS :

1



This epic motorcycle route was made

even more famous after being

featured in an episode of the original

Top Gear series . You ’ll find plenty of

backpackers on mopeds scooting

along , as well as local trucks carrying

daringly-full loads and small buses

carrying tourists along the iconic

route . 

HẢI VÂN PASS
VIETNAM

Many riders will include the Hai Van

Pass on a longer trip through the

country . Hanoi to Ho Chi Minh is a

classic route and can be broken up

into a two-week itinerary , stopping in

at UNESCO World Heritage sites like

the lantern-clad town of Hoi An and

My Son , a collection of Hindu temples

dating back to the 4th century .

If you feel like treating yourself to a

spot of luxury along the way , Da Nang

has plenty of high-end resorts that

will blow you away . Picture infinity

pools perched on the sides of cliffs ,

beachside villas and private coves

where you can swim , snorkel , sail and

jet ski to your heart ’s content .



HANA HIGHWAY

Sometimes , it ’s more about the journey than the

destination . This is especially true for the island of

Maui in Hawaii . The Hana Highway (also known as the

Road to Hana) is more than just a beautiful drive

across the island – it ’s an opportunity to connect with

the learn about the more spiritual side of Maui and

Hawaiian culture in general . From the locations of

historic battles to places from folklore where the

Gods have left their mark , you ’ll discover some truly

unique scenery when you take on this iconic

motorcycle route .

HAWAII

TOTAL DISTANCE : 

84 KILOMETRES |  52 MILES

HOW MANY DAYS :

1-3



The Hana Highway was first paved in

1962 and has been attracting

adventurous travellers ever since .

Unlike much of Hawaii , this part of

Maui has remained untouched by

commercial tourism . Its wildly lush

landscape , stunning coastal views ,

thunderous waterfalls and pristine

beaches are remarkably intact and all

within your reach on this epic road

trip .

HANA HIGHWAY
HAWAII

Along its 52 mile stretch , the road

encounters 620 dramatic curves and

54 bridges , some extending out from

the cliff face and dropping straight

off into the sea . It ’s a popular route

for day trippers who may have hired a

flashy car and want to satisfy their

need for speed . Luckily , the road is

now well patrolled by local traffic

authorities so speeding is kept in

check .

If you have the time , continue on past

Hana and make your way back via the

backside of Haleakala . This road is

even less developed than the Hana

Highway but allows you to see even

more gorgeous pockets of the island

rather than doubling back on

yourself .

A few stops to take along the way

include the Twin Falls where an easy

5-minute walk from the car park

reveals one of the most famous

waterfalls on Maui . There ’s even a

famous fruit stand where you can

stock up on healthy snacks for the

road . Another is Kaeleku Cave , also

known as ther Hana Lava Tube . Here ,

you can explore a huge underground

cavern system , welcome respite from

the tropical heat outside .



SOUTH ISLAND

New Zealand is renowned for its jaw-dropping

scenery . From white-capped mountain peaks to

glistening lakes , stunning fjords and rolling green

fields , it ’s a land of unspoilt natural wonders . Luckily

for motorcycling enthusiasts , it ’s also well connected

with scenic highways and immaculate roads . Though

the north island has much to offer , it ’s the south that

draws in the biggest crowds .

NEW ZEALAND

TOTAL DISTANCE : 

2000 KILOMETRES |  1 ,200 MILES

HOW MANY DAYS :

10-20



The typical south island itinerary

begins in Christchurch , a rather hip

city that was devastated by an

earthquake a few years back but has

since recovered to become a trendy

hub with plenty of restaurants and

bars to check out before you set off .

After heading north through the

Canterbury Plains , you ’ll join the West

Coast road that runs between the

Tasman Sea and the Southern Alps .

This stretch of road is also known as

the Ice Run as it passes through a

series of glaciers , the most famous

being Fox Glacier . 

SOUTH ISLAND
NEW ZEALAND

From then on , there are plenty of

places to stop in for a few days and

experience the local offerings . In

Queenstown , the adventure capital of

the world , you can choose from heart-

thumping activities like bungee

jumping , skydiving and extreme jet

boating . In Milford Sound , you can

opt for a more serene boating

experience by taking a scenic cruise

through the fjords . You can get some

altitude as you conquer the Lindis

Pass with spectacular Mount Cook in

the distance and find a spot along

the shores of Lake Tekapo for one of

the most picturesque picnics you ’ll

ever experience .

On the way back to Christchurch , a

stop at Lake Tekapo is a must . As well

as offering stunning views of New

Zealand ’s highest peak , you ’ll discover

the Church of the Good Shepherd ,

one of the most photographed

monuments in the country .
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